WAYS TO PLAY

You can use this bug ABC activity in various ways.

BUG SPRAY PRETEND PLAY: Attach one of the bug spray labels to a clean, empty spray bottle.

BUG CATCHER PRETEND PLAY: Instead of using a spray bottle have kids use a fly swatter, bug net, or bug catcher for pretend play.

GET THE BUGS READY

Place the ABC bugs of choice around the room. (You can scatter them in various spots, attach to a wall with sticky tack, or attach to magnets and place on a magnetic surface.

PLAY

Kids can:
1) Spray/find the bugs in ABC order.
2) Spray/find the bugs for the letters in their name.
3) Pull a magnetic letter or letter card from a bin and spray/find the matching letter.
4) Listen as the teacher/friend calls a letter/sound to find. Then spray/find it.
Use these printable labels to attach to an empty and clean spray bottle of your choice. Kids can use it to “spray” the ABC bugs as you or a friend call out the letter or sound.
Print this label version on colored card stock if you prefer not to use the color version on the previous page.
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